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Pythagoras'
Theorem

Volume of cone : \ rr2h

Curved surface area of con e : rul

Volume of sphere : !w3
Surface area ofsphere :4nr2

c
b

I
ha

a2 + b2: c2

hvp
udj : hyp x cos 0
opp: hyp x sin 0

opp opp: adj xtan9 ln any triangle ABC
C

adj or sing = 
oPP

hvp

"oro: 
udj
hvp

b a

A c

tane
opp
adj

abc
Sine rule: -:----; =-:- = 

-sinl sinB sin C

Cosine rule d= b2+ c2-2bc cos A

Area of trian gle = i ab s\n C

Volume of prism : area of cross section x length

Area of atrapezium: )(a + b)h

Circumference of circle: 2ftr

Area of circle : 7Tr2

a

Volume of cylinder - rr2h
The Quadratic Equation
The solutions of ax2+ bx* c: O,

where a* 0, are given byh
Curved surface area
of cylinder :2rrh -bx b2 - 4acx:

e

2a
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AnswerALL TWENTY FOUR questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

You must write down all the stages in your working.

I Here is a list of ingredients needed to make 16 cookies.

Ingredients for 16 cookies

120 g butter
150 g sugar

240 gflour
170 g chocolate

1 egg

Max wants to make 40 cookies.

(a) How much flour does Max need?

tG Coohtts -+ ltlOg
to CooFtes -+ 1

Abby made cookies to sell at a school fair.
She used 600 g ofbutter.

(b) How many cookies did she make?

lzoX Lt^\'\t'' -r) lb

6ooX thtte--+ x

)= l* o r *o
l6

600 ob

CookteS

60o x t 6 = 80
+"4e-J' ?o2(: t2 0

(c) Find the ratio of the weight of sugar to the weight of flour in the list of ingredients.
Give your answer in the form 1: n

5,^ A crv '.
lso :

p [- o,^,-
z*0
1.6

1

;'1r.2

(Total for Ouestion I is 6 marks)
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) F Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

A
xo

C D
57"

E

AB is parallelto CD
EF is a straight line.

(a) (i) Find the value of x

5l
==4(ii) Give a reason for your answer.

avr$ [uS gaats el,raal '

Here is a pentagon.

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

J r, t at^X [G '

(n-L)x l8o

=(s-9lia = frlo
(b) Work out the value ofy

Y = s*o - (re + lv L + lls: +?z)

a 2 fqo c tllJ-

b
v:

r'11
J

(Total for Question

142"
72"

860

ll

z lzf
2 is 5 marks)
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3 4 _ll3 Show that i* I - t-

l5 + lb
Jo JO

3l
zo

In--9
(Total for Question 3 is 2 marksr)

4 ff= lwhole numbers) \, L, * r 6, t o, Lo'2 25 ' 54r t 0 0
A : {factors of I00}'-J
3: imultiples of Si .+ 51 to7 I S, Z o, L5
List the members of the set A a B

A..B 7 fs, lo, ?orz5t f,o, lOol

)(Total for Question 4 is 2 marks
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5 Here are a rectangle and a square.

8cm
Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

Area: 48 cmz h A

*
The rectangle has length 8 cm and area 48 cm2
The perimeter of the iqrrur" is the same as the perimeter of the rectangle'

Calculate the area of the square.

R."\^-tl.
A ? 1* L
qt = 8*L

S1,tn c'.wg

t{-X : ZX
x > 1 ct^^

Aveo : X
Ih = 6

-I 2

P e.rl m re, te.v =

?+B+6*6
= f ?

\r 1

cm2

(Total for Question 5 is 4 marks)
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'1+x 1- x q
6 (a) Simplify x7 x f g

t,lt,

(b) Simplify yn * f : J
q- 3 u6=d

UN
{'4 1,

(c) Expand and simplifi, 4(2d + 3) - 2(3d - 5)

Sdttz - 6J+to
e d + z.

aJ +zz

11-s1 = 1+3
+5 r^

5/*
b %v:

i7';

(e) Solve 7*-l =*)
Show clear algebraic working.

'?r -f = .FY

}x : I

t,

i::tv

(Total for Question 6 is 9 marks)

x
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(d) Solve 9y-3:5y+2

x:
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FrequencyNumber of correct spellings

)0-4
-1

55-9
la610-14
rl

F

0

)1
z
?5
Jz
Il015-19
r-l2L820 -24

7 Mr Rowland has a class of 30 students.
He gave them 24 words to sPell'
The table shows information about the number of correct spellings for each student'

3o Ysr
(a) Write down the modal class.

(b) Work out an estimate for the mean number of correct spellings
Give your answer to 1 decimal place-

Il(gan vrr ts- 1666'-'
rr- ?

3o
f$--z t I Jn)

(Total for Question 7 is 5 marks)
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8 Ying eats some yoghurt.

The yoghurt contains 192 mg of calcium.
This is l6Yo of the total amount of calcium that Ying should have each day.

Work out the total amount of calcium that Ying should have each day.

neeJoJ t* U

-d-

0.t 6

b = lz Oo

[" t th. to t* I avrn'or,'- '\

16% U = rqz

0' r 5 1 = | 1?

x

lzo0 mg

(Tatal far Qaestian I is 3 marl<s)

9 A plane flew from Bogotri to Quito

The distance the plane flew was 725 km.
The time taken by the plane was t how 24 minutes.

Work out the average speed of the plane.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

I Lo*- z'\ lrnt'vr'^ ltt B : l. 4

S pecl DtS tc^* r e
I uvne

6B"eJ= 'lzJ- 5

60

ll .g s---.
l. ar

=5'8 3( sf)

5'l r km/h

(Total for Question 9 is 3 marks)
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Sea Surface area in square kilometres

Mediterranean Sea 2.97 x 106

East China Sea 1.25 x 106

Baltic Sea 4.22 x l}s
Red Sea 4.38 x 10s

Okhotsk Sea 1.59 x 106

10 The table gives the surface areas, in square kilometres, of five seas.

(a) Write 1.59 x 106 as an ordinary number,

I s10 000 I sto 000
111.

(b) Work out the difference, in square kilometres, between the largest surface area and
the smallest surface area for these five seas
Give your answer in standard form.

]. t'l x\ob
st- zz {td

A- sY? x\o(

5Va r\0 e
km2

The surface area of the East China Sea is ft times the surface area of the Baltic Sea.

(c) Work out the value of fr.
Give your answer to the nearest whole number.

t.z5 rto6 - lc (tl'z' xl0 s
)

l.zSx\O 6
F

/ral
2K: J

(Total for Question 10 is 5 marks)
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A 20 cm B

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

10 cm

F E D 4cm C4cm

The shaded shape is made by cutting a semicircle from a rectangular piece of
card, ABCF, as shown in the diagram.

FEDC is a straight line.
The centre of the semicircle lies on ED.
AF - BC: l0 cm, AB :20 cm, FE: DC : 4 cm.

Work out the perimeter of the shaded shape.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

ED = 3o-v-q lz

Le",itI" -l Arq- ED li x tz 6c

Pe"lvnEtE- = I o + zo + lo + v *\t- + 6 it

z S3+ 61c

= (6.t?q__.
6

66-z cm

6. t

(Total for Question 11 is 3 marks)
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12 Simpliff fully (2x + 3)z - (2x - 3)'

qX2 - llx +?
.fXat la x +1

(*x-+rLx't1) - ('+x'- lz x*1)

=- lLx dF lzx

= Z*X

l *lx
(Total for Question 12 is 3 marks)
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20 cm

13 The diagram shows triangle ABC

A Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

22 cm

cm k 1*
zo

D = l'z
B 24 cm C

ADB and AEC arc straight lines.
DE is parallel to BC.
DE:20 cm, BC :24 cm, AD = 22 cm, AC = 28.2 cm

(a) Work out the length of AB.

Ag = AD' K'
l- z

, 6.* cm

(b) Work out the length of EC.

AE = 23'z 1x'z ,3. s
f<. l. L

Ec = a8.L - a3'5

Y-7 9:l

-

cm
zZ'z

(Total for Question 13 is 4 marks)
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M (a) Complete the table of values for y: x3 - 5x * 2

L:,

(b) On the grid, draw the graph of y: x3 - 5x + 2 for -3 ( x ( 3

x --) _L -1 0 I 2 J

v *to 4 (, -2 a 14
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The equation x3 - 6x-t m: 0, where m is an integer, has one negative solution and two
positive solutions.

(c) Given that x: 1 is one of the positive solutions, show that m : 5

X3- 6x t!^^=o
lt - 6Cl) *n^ =o

-S*\^^aO
wV = g- ors tgqTurt'teJ

(d) BV drawing a suitable straight line on the grid, find an estimate for the negative
solutionof x3-6x*5:0
Give your estimate to I decimal place.

C tavu g', t x3 - s x +)
^rEu): 

xB- 6x+ :o

x3- 6r+ri o 
)

SX+z= X-3x 3

I =)(-3 f SrAL't ttq
g [rr^t1trt tine 1 z.a

,r: j

(Total for Question 14 is 7 marks)

X>-3 A:?
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15 Use algebra to show that the recurring decimal 0.26
4
15

['rt I= 0.LGb6..^
ro,x 2L' 6 6 66

1x ='L'*
Y: 2- \+ : 2g 7,'1 1o

(Total for Question 15 is 2 marks)

16 Q is inversely proportional to /2 

-Q:3}Owhen/:0.5
Find a formula for Q in terms of /

CI. or It2

0 F. Ir a 80

-
ta

3zo l.
o-t'

l< > 3Lo( 0- tr"

fc = 80

Eo0 t2
(Total for Question 16 is 3 marks)
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17 Chaiwat either cycles to work or goes by bus.

On any day that he goes to work, the probability that he cycles is 0.6
When he cycles, the probability that he is late is 0.1
When he goes by bus, the probability that he is late is 0.3

(a) Complete the probability tree diagram.

late

0.1

cycle

0.6

not late

0.3

bus

0:J not late

(b) Calculate the probability that on a day Chaiwat goes to work, he cycles and is late for work.

P ( clcte o-,^l Lo\*): 0'6xo'f
: 0.0 (

(c) Calculate the probability that on a day Chaiwat goes to work, he is not late for work.

P( not t.\o) = P ( etcls, not (tk) ,' P(lo*r' not

= (O'e * o'1)* (o'* x o'?)

= 0'tr-
--=-'

0.8?.

(Total for Question 17 is 7 marks)

0:1

late

0:tk-

0:o

\r.h
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18 The incomplete histogram and the incomplete table show information about the ages of
people watching a film in a cinema.

E

+

Frequency
density

3

.)

10 20 30 40 50

Age in years

60 70 80

F.D

r+.8

9.2.
3:
0.?

(a) Use the histogram to complete the table

(b) Use the table to complete the histogram
'r,7-?

Number of peopleAge (a years)

3810(a<20
2420{a<25
6325{a<40
3t40(a<50
2450(a<80

(Total for Question 18 is 4 marks)

18
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19 Make g the subject of 3e + 49 : 7 * 9eg

qA - 1e,l = -l- 3e

0Cq-1e) ='l-3e
0 1- 3e

\ -l e

(Total for Question 19 is 3 marks)

20 Exoress 3 - 6 asasinslefraction.' x+2 2x+5
Simplif, your answer.

ttzx*t) 6C'(-t>)
(x+r)(zx+s)

6x+rl-- 6r 12

(r*r) ( zx+r)
3

(x*r; Cz*+sJ

3
(x+z) (zx+s)

(Total for Question 20 is 3 marks)
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2l ABCDE is a square-based pyramid.

E Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

12 cm

D

B
\ 6

15 cm
A BD= I s z+ l{'2

AE: BE: CE: DE = 12 cm
AB: t5 cm : lsJU
Calculate the size of angle DEB.
Give your answer to the nearest degree.

h

1z ll-

B trJ? D

-l zz+ l?'a- Q rte;' ?31 vtro l(z6 asl
!xllxl) )88 218

4 ear-'(-o'5[2s)
. zL?t l2 t

(Total for Question 21 is 4 marks)

o
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22 (a * JD':49*l2Ji where aandbareintegers,andbisprime

Find the value of a and the value of 6

(o'J.)'= az t l"JE +b

aL+t + zqlT tf 1*lzJZ'

paJl-= l? JT

*

= "t1
a:

dz+b b- 13

b "rt - 6t = )3 for 22 is 3 marks

A
23 ABC is a triangle.

AB: 12 cm
AC: 14 cm
The area of triangle ABC is 72 cm2

I (

Find, in degrees, the two possible sizes of angle BAC.
Give your answers correct to the nearest degree. b

lZ: I X t1 xrtt glnO
z

6rn{ 'lL x?
4 eq^*ltats o

Igo- f1
: \ zl

TLX\\

8 trt.& : rh

d, 6r,^-r(h)
sr-11 d sl trv lzl

s slo
(Total for Question 23 is 4 marks)

21
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24 Solve the simultaneous equations

Y:3x * 2
x2 + )i :20

Show clear algebraic working.

X2+ Xt = zo

T a

z

+ (rx + r)t= Lo

x + 1x2 + lL).+q ? za

lolt+lzx-\b=o
Sxz+6x - 8=Q

(t^-*) ( ^*z) = o

*=*/a- dY -2'

) 3x + ?

)=
q' \+ 6r *

(- ., -g) o"(Y",Y'*)
(Total for Question 24 is 6 marks)

TOTAL FOR PAPER IS lOO MARKS
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